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The Saturday Literary
Lounge

”Drama is like life with the dull bits cut out” said Alfred Hitchcock. And our
literary club has proved that right. The session was conducted by
Ms.Meenakshi Bhutani, Ms.Sharon, Ms.Mubeena, Ms.Gayathri, Ms.Leena,
Ms.Shinu and the students of the literary club.
The session commenced with an entertaining play titled “The Bird with the
Golden wings” written by Sudha Murthy. This was performed by the
students of class VI.The creative,tech savvy students quickly changed their
virtual backgrounds to enact the actual story. The characters included
S.Sushrutha Varadhan 6D who played the the roles of an Interviewer and
Varsha’s mother, Kamna Murugan 6D acted as Sudha Murthy ,Bollu Jayana
Chidananda Rao 6D as the narrator ,V.Smrithi 6C donned the role of
Varsha, Srimedha Purini 6B1 as Kapila and S.Natvej 6D played the Golden
Bird.
“Poetry is the rhythmical creation of beauty in words”. To justify this
statement we had Arjun Kumar of XI B1who recited a self-composed poem
about a man who embraced Darkness. ”Nothing is good or bad but
thinking makes it so. Next Karri Mahija Venkatasai of IX B1acted out the
opening phrase of the famous soliloquy rendered by Prince Hamlet “To
be, or not to be “In William Shakespeare’s play Hamlet. She captivated the
audience with her voice modulation.
. “Music gives soul to the universe, wings to the mind, Flight to the
imagination and life to everything.” Isha of VII C1 took us on a ride through
a field of musical note when she sang a melodious song that she had
written all by herself in 1 day. “Breathe in experience, breathe out poetry.”
In this pandemic situation our health is of utmost importance. Smrithi
Venugopal had composed a rhyming and easy to remember poem on how
to take care of ourselves. We have all seen the beauty of the sun’s rays as it
shyly peeks from behind the horizon. But Saanvi Maity of VII C1 composed
an alluring poem on the elegance of the early morning rays. Everyone
knows who Nancy Drew is. With her red-blonde hair, blue eyes, perfect

figure and a brilliant mind she is many girls role model. P.D Prapti of VII B1
adores her too and wrote an engaging poem about her. All students were
earnest listeners and maintained complete discipline.
With all of these young poets and actors expressing their hidden talents in
the literary club, the time flew leaving a magical imprint in the minds of
the members.
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